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Motivation for Network RTK
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Reference Station Evolution

Base Station
Temporary

Owner use only 

High Costs

Permanent RS
Fixed

Private Use 

Proprietary

GNSS CORS
Std. Coord Frame

Active Control 

Standard RINEX

Network RTK
Wide Area RTK

Economical 

Standard RTK
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Conventional Single Base RTK

GPS RTK base station

Typically temporary 
installation on a tripod

Reference for GPS 
operations in a small area 
(up to 30km) over a 
limited time

Good Poor

30km

30km

Accuracy, Reliability, Availability
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Good Poor
Accuracy, Reliability, Availability

Limitations of Single Base RTK

High density of stations 
required for good coverage

No continuity in quality of 
service (accuracy, reliability, 
availability)

Higher costs 

Reduced productivity
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Motivation for Network RTK 
Model and estimate distance-dependent errors

Main error sources: ionosphere, troposphere and satellite orbits

Provide network correction information to rover users

Good Poor
Accuracy, Reliability, Availability



Development of an RTCM Network RTK 
Message Format
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The Radio Technical Commission for Maritime 
Services (RTCM)

Founded in 1947 as a US State Dept Advisory Committee, now an 
independent organization

Supports the development of GNSS message format standards

Membership includes 
22 government agencies from 7 nations
56 manufacturers from 14 nations
41 other stakeholders

Standing Committee 104 focuses on the Differential GNSS 
Standards
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RTCM SC-104: Differential GNSS Standards

Originally set up in 1983 to develop standards for DGPS to achieve 5 meter 
accuracy navigation & positioning 

● Version 1 was replaced by Version 2, when implementation problems turned up 
(1990)

● Version 2.1 added Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) messages to provide decimeter 
accuracy of short ranges (1994)

● Version 2.2 expanded differential operation to GLONASS, provided ancillary RTK 
messages (1998)

● Version 2.3 added several new messages to improve RTK, radio beacon 
broadcasts, use of Loran-C (2001)

● Inefficiency of Version 2 messages led to the development an improved format–
more efficient, higher integrity, and simplicity of development– Version 3.0 (2004)

● Version 3 primarily aimed at improving RTK, supporting networked RTK
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The RTCM 3.0 Master-Auxiliary Concept (MAC)

Purpose of the Master-Auxiliary 
Concept

To overcome the issues of the existing 
approaches

To provide interoperability between 
network and rover systems

To transmit all relevant network 
correction data from a reference 
network to the rover user in a highly 
compact and standardized form by 
representing ambiguity levelled 
observation data as correction 
differences of dispersive and non-
dispersive data.
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RTCM 3.x Message Groups, Message Types (MT)

● Observations

– GPS L1 MT: 1001, 1002

– GPS L1/L2 MT: 1003, 1004

– GLONASS L1 MT: 1009, 1010

– GLONASS L1/L2 MT: 1011, 1012

● Station Coordinates MT: 1005,1006

● Antenna Description MT: 1007,1008

● Auxiliary Operation Information MT: 1013

● Supplemental

– GPS Ephemeris MT: 1019

– GLONASS Ephemeris MT: 1020

– Network RTK (MAC) MT: 1014-1017

– Transformation Parameters MT: 1021-1027

– Proprietary Messages MT: 4088-4095
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RTCM Master-Auxiliary Concept

Description of the MAC correction 
differences begins with the 
definition of a single difference L1 
phase equation between station k
and m and satellite j.  (L2 
equations follow similarly.)

Station C
Station D

Station A

Station X
Station B
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RTCM Master-Auxiliary Concept

Correction differences are formed 
by subtracting the ambiguity-
leveled phase corrections of a 
designated master reference station
from the equivalent corrections of 
the remaining auxiliary reference 
stations in the network.

This is the main task of the network 
processing software is to reduce 
the ambiguities for the phase 
ranges from all reference stations in 
the network to a common level.

Auxiliary Reference 
Station C

Auxiliary Reference 
Station D

Auxiliary Reference 
Station B

Master Reference 
Station A

Auxiliary Reference 
Station X
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RTCM Master-Auxiliary Concept

To further reduce the amount of 
data transmitted to the rover, the 
correction differences are separated 
into a dispersive component
(ionospheric refraction) and a non-
dispersive component (tropospheric 
refraction and orbit errors).

In general, non-dispersive errors 
change more slowly over time 
compared to the dispersive errors, 
especially in times of high 
ionospheric activity.
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Correction Differences:
Auxiliary Stations relative 

to the Master Station

RTCM MAC Concept for Network Transmission 
One Master Reference Station, plus
Some Auxiliary Reference Stations  One Network Cell

Rover

Network Processing Server

Network Processing:
Includes Common Ambiguity 

Resolution and forming messages for 
transmission of Corrections for 

Master and Correction Differences
for each Auxiliary.

Auxiliary Reference 
Station C

Auxiliary 
Reference Station D

Auxiliary 
Reference Station B

Master Reference Station A

Auxiliary Reference 
Station X

Rover Receives: 
Full Corrections

for Master 
and 

Correction 
Differences for 
the Auxiliary 

Stations
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RTCM Master-Auxiliary Concept

The rover receives the raw carrier phase data for the master reference station and 
the ambiguity-leveled correction differences for each auxiliary reference station.

Optimal correction differences can then be interpolated for the position of the rover, 
due to the common integer ambiguity level of the reference stations, and used to 
improve the double difference phase residuals of the master-rover baseline.

Rover

Auxiliary Reference 
Station C

Auxiliary Reference 
Station D

Auxiliary Reference 
Station B

Master Reference 
Station A

Auxiliary Reference 
Station X
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Benefits of the RTCM MAC concept …

As it is a standard, ALL processes are fully described & 
documented.

No need for any additional proprietary message

Full interoperability is guaranteed between rovers and control 
center and between different control centers

Networking Software is “transparent” regarding Reference 
Station data

Network Operators can concentrate on valuable additional 
services

Rovers will finally perform optimally



Leica Implementation of the 
Master – Auxiliary Concept
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Leica SpiderNet Concept
Networks, Clusters & Cells

Network i

Cluster 2

Cluster 1

Cluster 3

Cluster N

Cell 1

Cell 2

Cell 3

Reference/Auxiliary station Master station
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Network Processing is done in 4 main steps:
Pre-processing of raw observations

Estimation of Float Ambiguities (LAMBDA method)

Fixing of Float Ambiguities (Constraints)

Provision of network corrections

For estimation of the relevant parameters, including network ambiguities, satellite and 
receiver clocks, satellite orbits and deterministic atmospheric models, SpiderNet uses 
zero-difference code and carrier phase measurements in an mathematically optimal 
observation based Kalman filter.

This approach avoids the use of linear combinations of GPS observables, such as the 
well known wide-lane and ionosphere-free combinations, which magnify measurement 
noise and multipath.
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Pre-processing of raw observations
Cycle slip detection

Application of Troposphere model

Application of Ionospheric model

Code and phase range checks

Gross errors in station coordinates

Bad data

Orbit calculation (Broadcast and Precise)
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Estimation of Float Ambiguities
Cycle slip repair 

Ionosphere activity parameter effects the temporal parameters used in 
stochastic ionosphere modelling 

Clock parameters estimation

New Orbits are taken into account at start of new estimation cycle

New Satellites are taken into account at start of new estimation cycle
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Fixing of Float Ambiguities
GPS SpiderNET uses zero difference processing, so it is necessary to constrain 
the ambiguities

For one station (all satellites are fixed)

For one satellite (all stations are fixed)

Constraining is done automatically

Constraints define the ambiguity level

Repeated fixing of ambiguities and verification of ambiguities takes place 
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Provision of network corrections
Reduction of raw data

Broadcast ephemeris

Common receiver clock

Fixed ambiguities

Geometric range

Network corrections are on a common ambiguity level within one cluster
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Network Processing 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Configurable Network Processing Parameters

Elevation mask

Ionosphere model

Troposphere model

Orbit model

Ionosphere activity
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Network Processing 
Configurable Parameters - Elevation mask

Observations of low elevation satellites can sometimes prove to be 
problematic because of:

An increase in measurement noise

An increase in measurement error

A higher likelihood of loss of data

In such cases the recommended procedure is to increase the satellite 
elevation cut-off angle to limit the influence of bad data. 

If there are problems with the resolution of ambiguities an increase in the 
cut-off angle might also improve processing. This is because low elevation 
satellites are more influenced by multipath, un-modelled atmospheric 
effects and measurement noise. 
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Network Processing 
Configurable Parameters - Ionosphere model

The Ionospheric model parameter defines which model is used to reduce the 
impact of the ionosphere. The following models for the ionosphere are 
available:

No model
Klobuchar model

The ionospheric activity follows an eleven years cycle with its last peak in 
2000. The Klobuchar model reflects the 11-year cycle of solar activity and 
can be advantageous during the time of high solar activity. 

The Klobuchar model should correct for global ionospheric disturbances. In 
general, it models about 50% of the ionosphere. 

The Klobuchar model is a rather coarse model and hence, there is not much 
benefit to using it at times of low ionospheric activity. 

The parameters for the Klobuchar model are provided by the navigation 
message that is sent by each satellite.
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Network Processing 
Configurable Parameters - Troposphere model

Various models exist (all based on information of pressure, temperature and 
relative humidity of the ground station) which reduce the tropospheric path 
delay.

The following models for the troposphere are available:

No model

Modified Hopfield

Saastamoinen

Niell

Standard troposphere models usually agree for high elevation satellites 
(difference of few millimeters).

The differences between the models are only significant for low elevations 
below 5 degrees. 
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Network Processing 
Configurable Parameters - Orbit model

Two orbit model options are available:

Broadcast only

Automatic

Broadcast ephemeris used for sending network RTK corrections

Precise ephemeris used for network ambiguity resolution

Precise ephemeris (IGS Ultra Rapid Orbits)

are near real-time orbits delivered 4 times a day

have an accuracy of approx. ~10cm

Broadcast ephemeris

have an accuracy of approx. ~2m
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Steps to Network Positioning

Reference 

stations

Rover

Fix the carrier phase ambiguities 
between the reference stations.

Calculate the errors 
for each reference station.

Interpolate the estimated reference 
errors to the location of the rover.

Apply corrections to the data from 
the master reference station.

Rover processing to calculate a position.
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Steps to Network Positioning (Spider MAX)

Reference 

stations

Rover

Fix the carrier phase ambiguities 
between the reference stations.

Calculate the errors 
for each reference station.

Interpolate the estimated reference 
errors to the location of the rover.

Apply corrections to the data from 
the master reference station.

Rover processing to calculate a position.

MAX

SpiderNET

Rover 
receiver
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MAX Corrections

1. Transmission of raw observation data from the 
reference stations to the network processing 
facility.

2. Network estimation process including ambiguity 
resolution to reduce the stations to the common 
ambiguity level.

3. (Optional) NMEA GGA position received from the 
rover at the network processing facility. The most 
appropriate reference stations are chosen for the 
rover based on its location.

4. Formation and transmission of RTCM 3.0 
network message using corrections for the 
Master station and correction differences for 
the auxiliary stations.

5. Computation of high accuracy rover position 
using the full information from the reference 
network.

Network 
Processing Facility

Auxiliary Reference 
Station A

Auxiliary Reference 
Station B

Auxiliary Reference 
Station C

Auxiliary Reference 
Station D

Master Reference 
Station

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.Rover User
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Steps to Network Positioning (Spider iMAX)

Reference 

stations

Rover

Fix the carrier phase ambiguities 
between the reference stations.

Calculate the estimated errors 
for each reference station.

Interpolate the estimated reference 
errors to the location of the rover.

Apply corrections to the data from 
the master reference station.

Rover processing to calculate a position.

iMAX

SpiderNET

Rover receiver
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i-MAX Corrections

1. Transmission of raw observation data from the 
reference stations to the network processing facility.

2. Network estimation process including ambiguity 
resolution to reduce the stations to the common 
ambiguity level.

3. NMEA GGA position received from the rover at the 
network processing facility. The most appropriate 
reference stations are chosen for the rover based 
on its location. The master station is chosen as the 
reference station closest to the rover.

4. Leica GPS Spider calculates the network 
corrections for the rover and applies them to the 
observations from the master station.

5. Formation and transmission of RTCM 2.3 or Leica 
format corrections from the master station.

6. Computation of high accuracy rover position using 
the reference network.

Network Processing 
FacilityAuxiliary Reference 

Station A

Auxiliary Reference 
Station B

Auxiliary Reference 
Station C

Auxiliary Reference 
Station D

Master Reference 
Station 

1.

2.

3.
5.

6.Rover User

4.
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Network Processing and Performance 
Understanding how SpiderNET works

Network RTK corrections – RTK Proxy Server

iMAX Network RTK corrections
Rover NMEA required

Two-way communication (duplex) is always required

Master-Auxiliary correction differences used to correct raw observations of Master station

Send corrections to rover

MAX Network RTK corrections
Send Master-Auxiliary correction differences to rover 

Send raw observations of Master station to rover

Rover applies Master-Auxiliary correction differences in baseline processing

One-way communication (simplex) is supported when providing MAX Network RTK corrections 
based on Single Cells (Master and Auxiliary Stations are predefined)



Leica GNSS QC Analysis of 
Baseline vs. Network Solutions
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Graphical display of residual ionosphere error for single baseline RTK calculated 
in real time using data from Leica GNSS Spider RTK processing.

75 km

15
 km
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Graphical display of residual ionosphere error across the RTK network calculated 
in real time using data from Leica GNSS Spider network RTK processing.

75 km
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Time series of global RMS values for residual Ionosphere and troposphere errors



The Iowa Real Time Network 
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The Iowa RTN Server Schema
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The Iowa RTN Auto Cells
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Preparing to Use the RTN Network

Need a rover that at a minimum, can:

Connect to the internet via cell phone or cell modem
Network is independent of cell service provider, select the provider with best service in the area 
you work in!

Send a NMEA message with account username and password, or has NTRIP 
functionality

Can utilize RTCM 2.3, RTCM 3.x, CMR or CMR+ message formats

Strongly encourage all users to run the most recent firmware for the rover they 
are using.

For construction machine control or project areas in cell service voids solutions 
exist to provide on-site radio broadcast of baseline and network solutions.
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Verizon Coverage Map
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AT & T Coverage Map
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US Cellular Coverage Map
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The Iowa RTN Real Time Products Schema

IP 165.206.203.10
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Thank you all very much!
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